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Welcome to Touch By VLS and our first hybrid CATALOGUE ZINE. 
We would like to show and tell you a little bit about our company 

and what makes us unique. Firstly, we are a contemporary ceramics 
studio committed to making in Jamaica for a local and global market. 
We think it is imperative that Jamaicans continue to make beautiful 

things of cultural and personal significance in a climate of globalization 
and outsourcing. Touch By VLS plans to represent Jamaicans with 
innovative work that reflects their past, alludes to their future, and 

captures the global spirit of an age. On Behalf of our company I would 
like to invite you to take a journey through our work and learn the 

meaning of Touch By VLS.

Victoria Leigh Silvera,
Founder + Creative Director
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The
Urchin
Collection
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The Urchin Collection is an intricate 
assortment of teapots, pendant 

light mobiles + decorative ceramics-- 
our homage to the interestingly ugly & 
beautiful sea egg. 

Each piece is wheel thrown or slip 
cast, and hand decorated- every 
spike and perforation. We take pride 
in the ritual of process and old 
school artistry. But the Urchins are 
if anything, modern.

They boast a bold yet subtle 
use of colour that draws 
heavily on Pop Art as well as a 
Japanese palette of 
sophisticated subdued hues. 
These qualities in tandem 
with the organic nature 
of the sea egg = Upbeat 
Zen.

Path Way,
A Lime Cay Installation
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Bone White Urchin Tea Set
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BONE WHITE URCHINS
clockwise: lotus cutwork, carved, plain, 

spike, cutwork urchins
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BRONZE
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We are committed to creating a sustainable and energy effi-
cient business, practicing low firing and rain collection. We are 
extremely excited about the current climate of reef preservation 

and the possible marriage of art installation
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ROJO NEGRO
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Spiked Urchins
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  BLUE
+

Spiked Urchins
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Orange
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Yellow 
Speckle
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Nested,
A Lime Cay Installation
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Despite the commercial 
potential of Touch By VLS 
pieces we present our work 
in the realm of art, nature and 
installation. We invite all gallery 
and production design inquiries, 
as well as artist collaborations.
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Multi-colored Cutwork Platter
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Pink
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Purple
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Ash Blue
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Brown
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Sea Dragon
A Lime Cay Installation
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Green
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Burnt
Umber 
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Gray  
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Electric Blue Platypus Urchin Teapot
 wth driftwood handle + copper wire
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Is a lighting installation comprised of a 
drfitwood canopy, inlaid wiring, copper 

finishes, and ceramic urchin shades. 
The piece was created in 2013 and was 
entered into The Authentic Jamaica Design 
Competition under Industry Materials. It is 
currently in the top 6 for judging. We  hope 
to receive a cash prize as well as access to 
a low interest rate loan which would be used 
to manufacture and distribute our lighting 
collection!

As Above 
So Below
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Touch By VLS
  Urchin Mobile Sketch 

Background Photography: Pacific Lighthouses, 
Bondi Beach

The Trish Nicol Agency

So Below
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Joyce Pattern Pendant Lights  

C u t w o r k      P e n d a n t s
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C u t w o r k      P e n d a n t s
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The Eggungun are a series of 
cast sculptures in progress. 

The pieces reference the master
 plaster reproductions of New 
York-based Art Deco artist Rima (d 
2001). Her decorative sculptures were 
converted into lamps and many of them 
found their way to Stony Hill Hotel, 
Jamaica in the late 195os. 
 These reworked pieces are 
simple, matte black and post modern 
in aesthetic and form. They are a nod 
to Jamaica’s African heritage and what 
some scholars term the Intuitive Period.
 The Eggungun definitely espouse 
an otherworldly quality, and rightly 
so as they represent the spirits of our 
ancestors who guide us. With the use of 
varied glazing and surface decoration, 
the sculptures attain an individuality that 
may range from primitive to futuristic; 
they display tribal markings or are 
tempered by organic patterns such as 
coral; some are completely bare while 

  
Eggungun

The  
others are decorated with 
luster and crystalline glazes. 
 As a collective body 
the Eggungun create a visual 

and spiritual impact that will 
remind us of where we are coming 
from and where we are going to as 
they merge traditional sculpture with 
contemporary references to popular 
culture and spirit.
 The series will be 
installed in a gallery or 
museum setting. They may 
also appear in film, video 
art, as well as public spaces 
such as Emancipation Park. 
Three of the Eggungun have 
been purchased and are in 
private collections. Like their 
originator they may also be 
commissioned by swanky hotels 
and converted into figurative 
lamps.  Please enjoy The First 
Five.
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1950s Lamp by Rima
Edward Wirth 
Collection
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I’m 
 a 
little... in

Madison’s Miniature Tea Set
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Bimminy Creamers

Tea sets have somewhat been a 
predilection of ours- I would go so far 

as to say they are MUSES to the Touch 
By VLS brand. They are charismatic 
vessels ripe for storytelling and are the 
catalysts for entire collections. They 
come in all shapes and sizes like people; 
some tend to be less functional, wear 
their hair parted to the side, engage 
in light bondage, are too old to be 
sporting so much pink, may be rather 
cantankerous and bossy? 
 Apart from STORY, Touch By VLS 
teapots are inspired by the minimalism 
of the Japanese potters. Our colours and 
forms are however quite contemporary. 
We still engage with abstract patterns

 with Teapots
akin to the glaze surfaces of raku 
and wood firings, but we do use 
bright glazes.We also alter our 
forms drastically though asymetrical 
handbuilding practices as well as 
paring, tucking, folding, spiking and 
sculpting. We like to alter our spouts as 
well, as is the case with our platypus 
and lion head teapots. 
 We hope you enjoy your Touch 
By VLS teapot collection or consider 
starting one-- there are many tribes to 
choose from!
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Robyn Knob
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Evil Eye Tea Set

Not So Simple Tea Set
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Lion Head Tea Set

Trip Hop Tea Set
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I grew up like the storybook 
character Eloise, except that 

I lived at a family built property 
called Stony Hill Hotel, not the 
Plaza. It was a swanky Jamaican 
hotel filled with tiled mosaics, 
Picasso reproductions, 
kitsche, large ceramics 
pieces and figurative 
lamps. Its bones were 
made of cut stone, 
antique white, gray 
and red walls. Every 
object, whether functional 
or decorative was beautiful and 
timeless, African and modern, minimalist 
but expressive, nestled perfectly 
in their environment. I think my singular 
upbringing had a tremendous impact on 
me. 
 I always understood that if you 
wanted something you could build it but it had 
to have a unique vision to bind it all. I approach 
everything I do, whether film or ceramics with a 
sense of vision and style, producing high quality and 
visually appealing work with a strong sense of Story because that 
is my way of life. 

Innovation, beauty and an aesthetic based on Caribbean Modernism define us 
at Touch By VLS. What completes us is the sublime satisfaction of knowing that 
we are building a business with a unique vision. We have the potential to jump 
the globe, widening the representational base of Jamaican art, while enriching 
our local economy and culture through job creation, healthy revenues and 
environmentally conscious practices. There is a world of wealth and beauty out 
there and we are staking our claim.

               Thank You!

VLS Vision
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VLS Vision

CONTACT

1876-436-6259 JA
1347-329-3070 US
touchbyvls@gmail.com
facebook.com/TouchByVLS

Please contact 
us with regards to 
exhibition, art design, 
retail, commercial 
distribution or 
individually purchasing 
a Touch By VLS piece.

VLS
A Lime Cay Installation

IEMMANUEL PHOTPGRAPHY
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